
Designers use preamplifiers with JFET input devices in applications that

require both low voltage noise and high input impedance, such as
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vibration, acoustic, and ultrasound sensors, optoelectronic devices,

bioelectric data acquisition, and semiconductor noise measurement.

Fortunately, some JFET-input operational amplifiers exhibit remarkably

low noise densities, including the AD743 (3.2 nV/√Hz at 1 kHz),  the

OPA827 (4 nV/√Hz at 1 kHz),  the LT1792 (4.2 nV/√Hz at 1 kHz),  and the

OPA1641 (5.1 nV/√Hz at 1 kHz).

When a JFET preamplifier with even lower noise is required, a discrete

input device is the only solution. While the variety of JFETs on the market

is shrinking year after year, some devices with an equivalent noise voltage

density below 3 nV/√Hz at 1 kHz are available from the major electronic

parts distributors.

However, it’s hard to compare noise

specifications for devices from different

manufacturers because some mention

equivalent input noise (EIN) voltage and some

use noise factor (NF). Also, noise is measured

under different operating conditions (drain

current, I , and drain-source voltage, V ). And,

the measurement frequency varies between

devices.

To help designers compare discrete

surface-mount (SMT) n-JFET devices, we

measured voltage noise under consistent

conditions using a low-noise measurement

system.  I  was 1 mA, V  was 2.5 V, and ambient temperature, T, was

25°C. The thermal resistance of the SOT23 package is about 200°C/W, so

the 2.5-mV power dissipation rise in junction temperature is negligible. We

measured 16 samples of each device and averaged the noise data from 10

Hz to 20 kHz of 1/f and thermal noise. The table and figure show the

results.
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Noise measurements of a number of discrete SMT n-JFETs under consistent operating conditions show that

several are suitable for applications that demand very low voltage noise.



Five devices available from different manufacturers exhibited voltage noise

densities from 1.1 to 1.4 nV/√Hz: the BF862, LSK170A, 2SK209Y,

2SK3557-7, and 2SK1070. All of them are high-gain

(transconductance/forward transfer admittance, Y  = 5 to 45 mA/V)

devices with moderate drain current (I  = 1.2 to 40 mA). Another three

JFETs (2SK208Y, 2SK3666-3, and DSK5J01) showed higher noise. These

devices have smaller transconductance (Y  = 1.2 to 6.5 mA/V) and lower

input capacitance CISS. If a lower noise is required, you can connect JFETs

in parallel or use a much more expensive specialized device. Noise

measurements for extremely low-noise (0.3-0.5 nV/√Hz) boutique JFETs

(the IF9030, IF1801, and IF3601) can be found in Reference 5.
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